be the space of all lifts of pu: X B which agree with u on A. In this set-up,
Fu(X,A; Y, B) is a nilpotent space provided F is nilpotent and (X, A) is a finite relative CW-complex (Theorem 4.1).
The proof of this assertion proceeds essentially as in the case considered by Hilton et al. of ordinary mapping spaces. A key move, though, is to establish a usable generalization of the principally refined Postnikov systems of nilpotent spaces. This is done in §3 and could be of some independent interest.
The content of the remaining sections is as follows. §2 contains the basic definitions, a few preliminary lemmas, and nilpotency of the function space is proved in a particularly easy case corresponding to the easy construction of localization functors in the simply connected category. Nilpotency in the general case is proved in §4 by means of the refined Postnikov towers of §3. This corresponds to the standard way of constructing localization functors in the nilpotent category. Finally, in §5, we show that fiberwise localization induces localization of the function space.
The following conventions are in force throughout the paper: X, the base B, and the fiber F are 0-connected spaces; a space is said to be nilpotent if all its The fundamental group of the space of degree O maps S1 x S1 S2 is not abelian (N). B, and hence also Y, becomes a space over K(Out(N), 1) (rl(N)/r2(N) ) one has, as in the proof of ( X A ; Y, B ) Fe° ( X A ; Y( p) , B ) is a P-localization. 
of Y B such that Y2 Y1 is a K(Out(N), 1)-principal fibration and the restriction of Y Y2 to the fibre induces the projection rl(N) rl(N)/r2(N) on sr1. This implies that the homotopy fiber of Y Y2 is K(r2(N), l) and qrl(Y2) =

